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ABSTRACT

When we debug and maintain large software, it is very
important to localize the scope of our concern to small
program portions. Program slicing is one of promising
techniques for identifying portions of interest. There are
many research results on the program slicing method. A
static slice, which is a collection of program statements
possibly a�ecting a particular variable's value, limits the
scope, but the resulting collections are often still large.
A dynamic slice, which is a collection of executed pro-
gram statements a�ecting a particular variable's value,
generally reduces the scope considerably, but its com-
putation is expensive since the execution trace of the
program must be recorded.

In this paper, we propose a new slicing technique named
call-mark slicing that combines static analysis of a
program's structure with lightweight dynamic analysis.
The data dependences and control dependences among
the program statements are statically analyzed before-
hand, and procedure/function invocations (calls) are
recorded (marked) during execution. From this infor-
mation, the dynamic dependences of the variables are
explored.

This call-mark slicing mechanism has been imple-
mented, and the e�ectiveness of the method has been
investigated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Debugging and maintaining large software is one of a

central theme of software engineering research and prac-
tice.

Various ways of analyzing large programs and extracting
abstracted information of the target software have been
studied[5, 11].

One approach to ease the diÆculty of handling large
software is to localize a developer's attention to speci�c
parts of the program that are directly and indirectly
related to the developer's concerns.

Program slicing is one promising technique to realize
this program localization[8, 17].

We have investigated the e�ectiveness of program slicing
for program debugging and maintenance processes using
a controlled method[13]. The bug-�nding time was mea-
sured and compared between two independent groups of
programmers, where one group of subjects used an ordi-
nary debugging tool and the other used the debugging
tool with static slicing features. Each subject was given
a fault-injected program and an associated test data set
that e�ectively detected the faults. The average bug-
�nding times were 165 minutes without the slicing, and
122 minutes with the slicing. The e�ectiveness of the
slicing was con�rmed statistically.

There are many research results on the program slic-
ing method[7, 8]. Static slicing was �rst proposed by
Weiser[17]. A static slice is a collection of program
statements possibly a�ecting a variable's value at a par-
ticular program point. The variable of interest and the
program point of interest are called the slicing crite-
rion. Static slicing extracts portions from an original
program; however, the resulting portions are still large
in many cases. In extreme cases, there is no reduction
after taking a static slice. This is due to its analysis na-
ture such that it must consider all possible input data
and all possible control ows.

Dynamic slicing was proposed by Agrawal et. al.[1, 2,
9, 10]. A dynamic slice is a collection of executed pro-



gram statements actually a�ecting a variable's value at
a particular program point. Since the dynamic slicing is
based on an execution instance for the source program
with a speci�c input data, non-executed parts of the
source program are automatically excluded, resulting in
a slice that is generally smaller than a static one. How-
ever, computing a dynamic slice is costly, requiring sig-
ni�cant memory and time resources because of dynamic
variable dependences that must be tracked during exe-
cution.

We have explored various slicing methods under the fol-
lowing policy.

� The static analysis information and lightweight dy-
namic information are combined.

� The reduction rate of slicing is greater than the
static slice, and is hopefully close to the dynamic
slice.

� The execution overhead is minimized as much as
possible.

In this paper, we propose a new slicing technique named
call-mark slicing. Data dependences and control depen-
dences among the program statements are statically an-
alyzed beforehand, and procedure/function invocations
(calls) are recorded (marked) during the program's exe-
cution. From this information, the dynamic dependence
of the variables are explored.

This call-mark slice mechanism has been implemented
as part of our Osaka Slicing System. Using this system,
we have executed various sample programs for the eval-
uation. The result shows that the call-mark slice limits
the scope better than the static slice. Also, there is little
burden of run-time information collection.

In Section 2, we will overview the static and dynamic
slicing methods. We propose the call-mark slicing
method in Section 3. Section 4 describes the implemen-
tation of the call-mark slicing method as part of our
slicing system, and also shows the results of using our
method on sample programs. In Section 5, we discuss
our approach compared to other method. We conclude
with some remarks in Section 6.

2 STATIC AND DYNAMIC SLICING

Static Slicing

Consider statements s1 and s2 in a source program p.
When all of the following conditions are satis�ed, a con-
trol dependence, CD , from statement s1 to statement s2
exists:

� s1 is a conditional predicate, and

� the result of s1 determines whether s2 is executed
or not.

1 program Square_Cube(input,output);

2 var a,b,c,d : integer;

3 function Square(x : integer):integer;

4 begin

5 Square := x*x

6 end;

7 function Cube(x : integer):integer;

8 begin

9 Cube := x*x*x

10 end;

11 begin

12 writeln("Squared Value ?");

13 readln(a);

14 writeln("Cubed Value ?");

15 readln(b);

16 writeln("Select Feature! Square:0 Cube: 1");

17 readln(c);

18 if(c = 0) then

19 d := Square(a)

20 else

21 d := Cube(b);

22 if (d < 0) then

23 d := -1 * d;

24 writeln(d)

25 end.

Figure 1: Pascal Source Program

This relation is written by s1 -s2.

When the following conditions are all satis�ed, a data

dependence, DD , from statement s1 to statement s2 by
a variable v exists:

� s1 de�nes v, and

� s2 refers v, and

� at least one execution path from s1 to s2 without
re-de�ning v exists.

This relation is denoted by s1 -
v

s2.

A Program Dependence Graph(PDG) is a directed
graph whose edges denote dependences between state-
ments, and whose nodes denote statements in a program
such as conditional predicates, assignment statements,
and so on. For a Pascal source program shown in Figure
1 (which computes an absolute value of the squared or
cubed value selected by an input), we have a PDG pre-
sented in Figure 2. To handle function/procedure calls,
we employed additional nodes as discussed in Section 5.

A Static Slice with respect to a variable v on a state-
ment s (this pair (v, s) is called the slice criterion) in a
program is a collection of statements corresponding to
the nodes which possibly reach v on s through the edges
in the PDG, using CD relations and DD relations in the
program. The static slice of variable d at line 24 as the
slice criterion for the program shown in Figure 1 is all
statements except for the message output statements
(lines 12, 14, 16) as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Program Dependence Graph (PDG)

Dynamic Slicing

Consider an execution trace e of a source program p for
an input data d. si is a program statement appearing
in e and indicates a point during an execution of p with
d.

A dynamic slice p0 with respect to si, d, and a variable
v is a syntactic correct subset of p, which computes
the same value of v for d at execution point s0

i that
corresponds to si. A triple (d, si, v) is also called a

slice criterion of a dynamic slice.

A dynamic slice is computed �rst by analyzing and stor-
ing the actual data/control dependences of variables in
association with the program execution. Using this de-
pendence chain, all statements in e, which a�ect the
value of v at si, are extracted. Then p0, which gener-
ates the same execution trace as this extracted trace, is
reconstructed.

Figure 4 shows a dynamic slice of the program shown
in Figure 1. The slice criterion is input data (a = 2; b =
3; c = 0), line 24 (of the last instance), and variable d.

Some Issues on Static and Dynamic Slicing

In static slicing, the analysis is performed without exe-
cuting the program. The control dependences are fairly
easily obtained by parsing the source program. The
data dependences are computed by solving the data
ow equations[3]. We devised an optimized algorithm
which analyzes dependences among the equations as
mentioned in Section 4. The time complexity of this al-
gorithm is generally square to the source program size,
where one of the factors grows very slowly to the pro-
gram size[15]. Actually, we have constructed a slicing
system that performs the static slicing in a very short

1 program Square_Cube(input,output);

2 var a,b,c,d : integer;

3 function Square(x : integer):integer;

4 begin

5 Square := x*x

6 end;

7 function Cube(x : integer):integer;

8 begin

9 Cube := x*x*x

10 end;

11 begin

12

13 readln(a);

14

15 readln(b);

16

17 readln(c);

18 if(c = 0) then

19 d := Square(a)

20 else

21 d := Cube(b);

22 if (d < 0) then

23 d := -1 * d;

24 writeln(d)

25 end.

Figure 3: Static Slicing Result by d at Line 24

amount of time[14] (this system has been extended to
our Osaka Slicing System discussed in Section 4).

The result of static slicing is a subset of the original
program. By supplying appropriate declarations, the
obtained result is an executable program and it com-
putes the value of the slice criterion correctly as the
original program does.

From the perspective of reducing the scope of concern
for the programmer, the static slicing method may not
be a helpful approach. This is because the slice result is
often a fairly large part of the original source program
in many cases. This is generally due to large control
and data dependences in a PDG, which cover all possi-
ble program execution paths (and infeasible paths also).
This is a limitation of static analysis.

On the other hand, the dynamic slice is generally
smaller than the static one, since the dynamic slice is
computed based on an execution trace for a speci�c in-
put data. Unrelated statements for that execution are
deleted from the slice result.

Also, computing a dynamic slice seems to be a well-
suited process for debugging, since the source of many
faults could be more easily found by executing programs
with suitable test data and examining the faulty pro-
gram outputs. These executions may be directly used
as the traces for dynamic slicing where the names of
the variables with faulty output are used as the slice
criteria.



1 program Square_Cube(input,output);

2 var a,b,c,d : integer;

3 function Square(x : integer):integer;

4 begin

5 Square := x*x

6 end;

7

8

9

10

11 begin

12

13 readln(a);

14

15

16

17 readln(c);

18 if(c = 0) then

19 d := Square(a)

20

21

22

23

24 writeln(d)

25 end.

Figure 4: Dynamic Slicing Result by d at Line 24 with
input (a = 2; b = 3; c = 0)

For computing dynamic slice, pre-execution analysis is
not needed. However, during the execution, we have to
keep the dependences of data and control in the mem-
ory space or other area. This is a very large overhead
in memory space and computation time. Also, since the
stored dependences are typically numerous, the collec-
tion and reconstruction of the slice after the execution
typically takes a long time.

3 CALL-MARK SLICING

The weakness of the static and dynamic slices discussed
above is resolved by combining static and dynamic in-
formation. We propose here a new method named call-

mark slicing.

The overhead of the dynamic slice is due to the following
two reasons.

� Recording the execution trace and constructing the
dynamic dependences of the statements

� Traversing the dynamic dependences and collecting
the slice result

For the �rst issue, we abandon collecting a precise ex-
ecution trace, instead gathering partial execution infor-
mation. In call-mark slicing, we only record whether or
not each function/procedure call statement in the pro-
gram is executed.

The second issue is based on the fact that the lengths of
execution traces are generally far longer than the source

program lengths. The data dependences and control
dependences in the execution trace may easily become
long chains. These long chains tend to contain repeated
dependence structures that are caused by iterations in
the program. Thus, the traversal of dependences from
a slice criteria can take a fairly long time1 . To resolve
this, we use static dependences, instead of the dynamic
ones, for computing a slice; this has the advantage that
the static dependences are typically less numerous than
the dynamics dependences.

Execution Dependence and CED

Here, we introduce execution dependence of two state-
ments s1 and s2.

Consider a case where s1 cannot be executed if s2 is not
executed. We say that s1 is executionally dependent on
s2.

Finding all of the execution dependences in a program
would require dynamic information of the program be-
havior which is known to be very expensive to compute.
Thus, we choose a practical and safe approximation;
namely, we use a subset obtained by static analysis of
the program(with assumption of program termination).

If both s1 and s2 are contained in the same basic block
of the control ow graph[3], i.e., there is no outgoing
or incoming path on the control ow between the two
statements, s1 is executionally dependent on s2 and vice
versa. Also, if s2 is contained in a dominant basic block
of s1's block, s1 is executionally dependent on s2. The
control ow associated with the basic block structure
and the domination relation of the basic blocks are eas-
ily obtained by static analysis[3].

Now we de�ne a set of caller statements with execution
dependence, CED(s), as follow.

CED(s) � ft j t is a function/procedure call

statement and s is executionally

dependent on tg

The execution of s is dominated by the call statements
in CED(s). If we know that any call statement in
CED(s) is not performed during an execution, we can
conclude that s is never executed.

Consider a small portion of a program such that,

...

s1: callA ;

s2: if a=1 then begin

s3: b:= c ;

s4: callB ;

...

1 However, the result of the dynamic slice would be smaller

than the static one in general, since the repeated structures are

mapped to single statements in the result.



In this program, s1 is executionally dependent on s2,
and vice versa, and also s3 and s4 are executionally
dependent on each other. In addition, s3 and s4 are
executionally dependent on s1 and also on s2. Thus
CED(s2) = fs1g and CED(s3) = fs1; s4g.

Computation of Call-Mark Slice

A call-mark slice is de�ned as a subset of a static slice
of the original program with respect to an execution e

of the program and a slice criterion (sc, v) where sc is a
statement and v is a variable. Each statement s in the
call-mark slice is such that all of the call statements in
CED(s) are executed at least once in the execution e.
This means that statements appearing in the static slice
but not in the call-mark slice are not executed in e. The
execution of each statement is determined by the record
of activation of each call statement in the program.

In the following, a process of computing the call-mark
slice is described.

Step 1 Pre-execution Analysis

Similar to the computing a static slice, we construct
the PDG (Program Dependence Graph) by analyz-
ing the data dependences and control dependences
among the statements. Also, the execution depen-
dences and CED(s) for each statement s are com-
puted at the same time.

Step 2 Execution-time Marking

The target program is executed with an input
data set. Each time a call statement of a func-
tion/procedure is executed, that statement name
(i.e., a pointer to the node in PDG) is marked as
\executed". We refer to the set of marked call
statements as CM .

Step 3 Post-execution Collection

By performing the algorithm shown in Figure 5, the
call-mark slice is collected.

For the program shown in Figure 1, we have a static slice
for the slicing criterion of (line 24, d) as shown in Figure
3. Consider an execution of this program with input
data (a = 2; b = 3; c = 0). In this case, CM = f19g.
For line 19 of this program, CED(19) = f19g; thus
CED(19) � CM and line 19 is not deleted. For line
21, CED(21) = f21g; therefore CED(21) 6� CM and
line 21 (and associated line 20) is deleted. Since line
21 is deleted, the statement de�ning b at line 15 is also
deleted. The resulting call-mark slice for that execution
and the same criterion, (line 24, d) is as shown in Figure
6.

Inputs

PDG: Program Dependence Graph

CM : Set of nodes which are executed call
statements

(sc, v): Slice criterion where sc is a node (a
statement) and v is a variable name

Temporary

M;N : Sets of nodes

m;n: nodes

Output

M : Set of nodes of call-mark slice

Algorithm Body

1. M  sc

2. N  fn j n -
v

scg [fm j m -scg

3. While N 6= � then execute the following
steps

(a) choose a node n 2 N

(b) N  N � n

(c) if CED(n) 6� CM then goto (a)

(d) M  M [ n

(e) N  N [
fm j m 62M ^ (m -

w
n _m -n)g

where w is any variable name.

Figure 5: Algorithm of Post-Execution Collection for
Call-Mark Slicing

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF CALL-MARK

SLICING

Overview of Slice System

In order to validate the call-mark slicing approach, we
have implemented the algorithm within our Osaka Slic-
ing System[14].

The target language is a subset of Pascal, which is
used in an undergraduate course of our department. It
contains essential control structures and recursive func-
tion/procedure invocations, allowing most introductory
programming.

Figure 7 shows the architecture. It contains static and
dynamic slicers, as well as an executor and debugger.
The source program in Pascal is parsed into an ab-
stracted source program that is stored in the system.
The user can view and modify the source program in-
teractively using a visual editor.



1 program Square_Cube(input,output);

2 var a,b,c,d : integer;

3 function Square(x : integer):integer;

4 begin

5 Square := x*x

6 end;

7

8

9

10

11 begin

12

13 readln(a);

14

15

16

17 readln(c);

18 if(c = 0) then

19 d := Square(a)

20

21

22 if (d < 0) then

23 d := -1 * d;

24 writeln(d)

25 end.

Figure 6: Call-Mark Slicing Result by d at Line 24 with
input (a = 2; b = 3; c = 0)

Figure 8 shows the user interface of the system. The
left window displays the target source program. The
statement of the slice criteria is shaded darkly, and the
statements in the slice result are shaded lightly. We
can also edit the source program on this window. The
right upper window gives system status such as loaded
�le name, program size, slice size and so on. The right
lower window works for the standard input and output
during the execution of the target program.

The source program is analyzed and transformed into a
PDG by a user request. A static slice may be computed
from the PDG by specifying a slice criterion.

Both the whole source program and a computed static
slice can be executed by the executor. The debugger as-
sociated with the executor contains features of ordinary
runtime debuggers such as tracing, setting breakpoints,
viewing and modifying variable values, and so on. The
dynamic variable dependences are recorded during ex-
ecution; a dynamic slice can be computed using this
information.

The total size of the system is about 19,000 lines of C
code including the call-mark slicing part.

The implementation of the call-mark slicing is based
on the method presented in previous section. For Step
2, we need only one bit of information for each func-
tion/procedure call statement in the program. This
bit is not necessarily marked at the caller context, but
rather at the callee context. At the entry of each func-

tion/procedure, the pointer to the return context is col-
lected as CM . By doing so, we do not need to �nd
out all function/procedure calls in the program, but we
simply modify the entry part of each function/procedure
slightly.

To handle inter-procedural dependences including re-
cursive functions/procedures, we have introduced aux-
iliary types of nodes in a PDG. Table 1 shows these
nodes, which do not directly correspond to source pro-
gram statements as other nodes. Using these nodes,
the data dependences are examined inter-procedurally.
In the case of self/mutual recursive structures of func-
tion/procedure calls, the dependences become cyclic.
This cyclic dependence is eÆciently solved by analyz-
ing the structure of the dependences, and a suitable
solution is found[15].

Interactive
Viewer/Editor

Abstracted
Source
Program

Static
Dependence
Analyzer

Program
Dependence
Graph/
CED

Static
Slicer

Executor/
Debugger

Programmer

Dynamic
Dependence
Graph/

Trace Info.

Dynamic
Slicer

Call-Mark
Slicer

Call Mark
Flags

Figure 7: Architecture of Osaka Slicing System

Execution of Sample Programs

Using this experimental system, we have executed vari-
ous programs and obtained several metrics values. Ta-
ble 2 shows the statistics of three sample programs.
These values can vary with di�erent slice criteria and
input data. In these cases, we have chosen the crite-
ria and inputs for a typical debugging situation. (The
criteria are mostly program output variables, and the
output statements are placed at the end part of pro-
gram execution.)

Program P1 is a calender calculation program and the
size is 88 lines. P2 is an inventory management program
for a whole seller, and it is 387 lines long. P3 is also an
extended version of the inventory management program



Figure 8: Snapshot of Osaka Slicing System

of P2, and is 941 lines long. These programs include no
pointer variables.

Table 3 shows the time needed for the analysis before
the execution. In the case of static slicing, the value is
the time to construct a PDG. The time for computing
both the PDG and the CED is counted for in the call-
mark slicing. In the case of dynamic slicing, the analysis
is not necessary.

In Table 4, the execution time is shown. In the case of
static slicing, the original program is executed; thus this
value means the execution time of the original program.
The execution for the dynamic slicing is performed in as-
sociation with the construction of dynamic dependences
of variables. Therefore, the execution time contains the
time for this construction. In the case of call-mark slic-
ing, the execution time to mark callers is included.

Table 5 shows the time needed for collecting statements
to be included in the resulting slices. In the case of
static slicing, this would be done before execution. For
dynamic slicing, the time for traversing the dynamic
dependences is counted. For call-mark slicing, this is
the time for Step 3.

We discuss these tables in detail in the next section.

Table 2: Size of Various Slicing Results (lines of code)

program static dynamic call-mark
P1 (88 lines) 27 14 22
P2 (387 lines) 175 139 156
P3 (941 lines) 324 50 166

5 DISCUSSION

Interpretation of Program Execution Data

� Slice Size

As shown in Table 2, the result of the call-mark
slice is between the static and dynamic slices. It is
always smaller and better than the static slice and
bigger and worse than the dynamic slice.

� Pre-Execution Analysis:

As shown in Table 3, call-mark slicing needs a little
extra time compared to the static slicing. This is
natural since we have to construct a PDG as in



Table 1: Auxiliary nodes

Auxiliary Nodes Notation
exit-node node to propagate the inuence through the return value of a function, every

procedure has its own exit node.
f{exit

in-node node to propagate the inuence of global variables from the outside of a proce-
dure to the inside of it, every procedure has in-nodes of each global variables.

fg{in

out-node node to propagate the inuence of global variables from the inside of a proce-
dure to the outside of it, every procedure has out-nodes of each global variables.

fg{out

parameter-node node to propagate the inuence through the parameters of a procedure, every
procedure has its own parameter-nodes corresponding to its parameters.

fp{par

Table 3: Pre-Execution Analysis Time (ms by Pentium-
II 300MHz with 256MB Memory)

program static dynamic call-mark
P1 22 N/A 23
P2 1,275 N/A 1,362
P3 5,652 N/A 8,670

Table 4: 4 Execution Time (ms by Pentium-II 300MHz
with 256MB Memory)

program static dynamic call-mark
P1 38 87 47
P2 48 903 53
P3 4,046 31,635 4,104

static slicing, and additionally we have to analyze
the execution dependences.

� Execution Time

The execution time shown in Table 4 indicates that
the overhead of the dynamic slicing is very big. For
P3, it is almost 32 seconds where about 200,000
lines of code are executed with maximum 90 M
bytes memory use. If the program execution be-
comes longer by say, repeated execution of loops,
this overhead would cause serious decline of perfor-
mance so that the programmer can hardly use this

Table 5: Slice Collection Time (ms by Pentium-II
300MHz with 256MB Memory)

program static dynamic call-mark
P1 1 199 1
P2 5 2,863 8
P3 93 1,182 80

facility. On the other hand, the call-mark slicing
can be executed with very little overhead increase
compared to the execution of the static slicing (i.e.,
the execution of the original source program). It
shows that the marking of the caller names dur-
ing execution is a lightweight task, requiring little
execution time.

� Slice Collection Time

As shown in Table 5, dynamic slicing requires a
long time to collect the slice result. The time for
collecting a call-mark slice is almost the same as
the time to collect a static slice. Furthermore, in
P3, it is better than the static one. This is because
call-mark slicing removes parts of the PDG so that
the searching space within the PDG is smaller than
that for static slicing.

Relation to Other Methods

As discussed above, the call-mark slicing is a very
promising approach to provide eÆcient and practical
tools to localize a programmer's attention.

The pre-execution analysis, execution, and slice collec-
tion times are almost the same as those for static slic-
ing, and the e�ect of the slicing is much better than the
static one. It seems that this approach provides a good
compromise between e�ectiveness and overhead.

Others have worked on combining static and dynamic
information for slicing[4, 6].

Hybrid slicing[6] targets a very similar goal as ours. It
reduces the static slice by using two types of dynamic
information: breakpoint information and call history
information. The former is supplied by the program-
mer and that information is used to infer the executed
control ow. The latter is used to compute portions
of dynamic slices for the periods between every func-
tion/procedure call and return. The result is closer to
the dynamic slice than our approach since it gathers
more dynamic information. The weakness of the hybrid
slicing would be that we have to specify appropriate



breakpoints to get a better slice. On the other hand,
our approach performs everything automatically except
for giving the input data and slice criterion. Also, the
hybrid slicing requires a fairly large amount of mem-
ory space for recording the call history. The space re-
quired is roughly proportional to the program execution
length. Our approach, however, needs only the mem-
ory for the call marks, which is of a pre-determined
size and is roughly proportional to the program text
size. The di�erence is signi�cant if the program execu-
tion becomes long. In [6], the idea of the hybrid slicing
was proposed, although no implementation nor execu-
tion data was presented.

In [4], a method to extract various slice algorithms from
semantic speci�cations is presented. They propose a
constrained slice, which is a generalization of static and
dynamic slices, and which takes a subset of the inputs
of the program as symbolic program execution. Using
this input constraint, the program is rewritten and de-
pendences are computed. Their approach contains very
important notions of generalization of static and dy-
namic slicing, and also it covers the partial evaluation
and program simpli�cation methods. However, it is not
known whether such a generalized approach may be im-
plemented eÆciently and whether it is useful practically.

In terms of building analysis systems, several interesting
approaches have been proposed[12, 16]. A generalized
environment for developing analysis algorithm is pro-
posed in [16]. It uses denotational frameworks to spec-
ify analysis algorithms; however, practicability of the
generated algorithms for analysis tools is not known.
In [12], a more practical environment for understand-
ing Cobol programs is presented, where various slicing
and program localization features are uni�ed. Our aim
is to construct an eÆcient and e�ective environment
for structured languages with functions and procedures
calls.

Application Domain and Limitation of Call-

Mark Slice

Our main target of this slicing method is a debugging
environment as discussed in previous sections. Dynamic
information is considered to be essential for eÆcient
fault detection. A call-mark slice can be directly as-
sociated with a speci�c test data which exposes faults
in the source program, although static slice would gen-
erally include various portions which do not relate to
the execution with the test data.

Programs which consist of independent function/pro-
cedure components may also be eÆciently debugged
with our approach. In such cases, there would be
many function/procedure invocation statements, and
also many function/procedure de�nitions. Activation
of selected functions/procedures using a speci�c input

data will clearly reduce the slice size.

On the other hand, if the target programs contain a
small number of function/procedure invocation state-
ments or the function/procedures are tightly inter-
leaved, the e�ect of our approach is limited.

Relation to Program Pro�le Information

Our approach, call-mark slicing, uses information of
whether or not each function/procedure call statement
in the program is executed.

The precision of our slices can be improved if we take
such information of all statements in the program. This
approach can be implemented using a similar method to
computing pro�ling and program coverage information.
For each statement, we employ one bit ag of whether
it is executed or not. The mechanism would be simple;
however, it requires more run-time overhead and sig-
ni�cant modi�cation of the executable program. The
call-mark slicing information can be obtained by minor
modi�cation of the function/procedure entry routine to
collect caller statements.

We could also take a simpler approach than the call-
mark slice. We could only gather information about
whether or not each function/procedure is activated
without recording which call statement actually acti-
vated it. This approach reduces run-time overhead for
collecting caller statements; however it would increase
the result slice size.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Localizing a programmer's attention to a small portion
of software is very important for improving the eÆciency
of program debugging and maintenance. Traditional
program slicing methods do not provide adequate trade-
o�s of e�ectiveness and eÆciency.

We have proposed an eÆcient and e�ective slicing
method, call-mark slicing. This method uses lightweight
run-time execution, and has a similar overhead with re-
spect to static analysis as static slicing. The resulting
slices are smaller than corresponding static ones, but
larger than corresponding dynamic ones.

We have implemented this slice algorithm. Also we
have executed sample programs, and con�rmed our ap-
proach.

We are planning to extend our approach to reduce static
analysis overhead, using call-mark information. The
pre-execution analysis for the call-mark slicing may be
done after the execution and before the slice collection.
Using the call-mark information, unnecessary depen-
dence analysis would be deleted, and total analysis time
could be improved.

Also, empirical evaluation of the call-mark slicing will
be made. We have performed an experiment to evalu-



ated the e�ectiveness of static slicing. We plan to simi-
larly explore the e�ectiveness of call-mark slicing using
controlled experiments.
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